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little singham is a 2009 indian animated science fantasy comedy film directed by shantilal gokhale. this movie is the sequel to 2003 animated science fantasy comedy film little vikrant. the film features music composed by a. r. rahman, with lyrics provided by javed akhtar. m. keeravani and khan have sung a song for this
movie. the film had initially been planned as a 4d-animated version of the 2001 telugu film vikramarkudu, but was postponed due to the lukewarm response of the first film's distributor. the film released on 4 december 2009, and collected in india on its first day of release. the film was dubbed and distributed in hindi as

singham in odia, hinglish in taiwan and hindi and telugu in singapore and hong kong. it was also dubbed in malayalam as karuna in kerala in 2010. little singham is a 2009 indian animated science fantasy comedy film directed by shantilal gokhale. this movie is the sequel to 2003 animated science fantasy comedy film little
vikrant. the film features music composed by a. r. rahman, with lyrics provided by javed akhtar. m. keeravani and khan have sung a song for this movie. the film had initially been planned as a 4d-animated version of the 2001 telugu film vikramarkudu, but was postponed due to the lukewarm response of the first film's
distributor. the film released on 4 december 2009, and collected in india on its first day of release. the film was dubbed and distributed in hindi as singham in odia, hinglish in taiwan and hindi and telugu in singapore and hong kong. singham is a 2011 indian action film directed by rohit shetty. written by rohit shetty and

prashant nautiyal, the film stars ajay devgn in his 100th movie role as singham. singham is an action film based on the character singham, from the 1980s television series of the same name. the film is being produced by rohit shetty and is distributed by yash raj films and is a remake of the 2007 telugu film singam.[2] the
film was released worldwide on 21 april 2011. as of august 2019, the film has grossed approximately $90 million in india. it is the highest-grossing film in indian cinema, and is the second highest-grossing indian film of 2011 worldwide. currently, the film has become the 3rd highest grossing indian film worldwide after

bajrangi bhaijaan and pk.
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singham begins with singam's (ajay devgn) half-brother shivanna (kareena kapoor) running to her apartment in the middle of the night to give birth to her second daughter. the couple's landlord, bajirao gajjar (manoj pahwa), who is separated from his wife, mistakenly thinks shivanna's pregnant wife is having an affair. he
threatens her life if she leaves him, and demands that the couple call off the wedding they had planned for their eldest daughter. ignoring gajjar's threats, shivanna leaves her daughter in his care and tries to find work, but bajirao has her fired from several jobs, including that of a dance bar girl. following a failed attempt to

bribe gajjar, she decides to work as a cleaning woman at the home of the city council. she is taken in by the wealthy couple, brothers anand (saurabh shukla) and satish (akshay kumar). when shivanna returns home from her first night on the job, they tell her that they are planning to marry her off to satish for all their
money, and are making her pregnant with their child. shivanna angrily interrupts the wedding, demanding to be married to her love, vicky (sayaji shinde), but the family insists that she cannot because she is not beautiful enough. anand and satish then lock her in the bathroom. in the meantime, satish becomes obsessed
with capturing singham, believing him to be responsible for their sister's death; the brothers mock shivanna for having failed to capture him. anand and satish, finding out that she knows everything about singham, lock her and her new baby up in their basement. their house catches fire, and they flee the city with her and

their new baby. 5ec8ef588b
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